
Webinar on January 13, 2019 – My Notes – Not an Official Reference 

 

Part 1 

 

This is our 2nd OneLife-USA webinar. 

 

Joining us as our panelists are: 

Bob Emery -Charlotte, NC 

Denis Murdock - Las Vegas, NV 

Rob Kenyon - Boulder, CO 

Dr Michael Hopkins - Canton, GA 

Susan Hampton - Santa Rosa, CA 

 

Ron 

We are getting Solid Information from OneLife to you listeners. 

Began these webinars on November 4, 2017. 

Went to Vancouver Expo, Canada Deal Shaker Expo – Summary. 

 

Denis 

Our new USA Business Plan has been given to OneLife and to Sophia. 

8 Expos are planned for this year - World Class Events. 

2 in Las Vegas, 1 in Hawaii, 1 in Boston, 1 in Phoenix. And 3 more. 

Planning to do this using 100% OneCoin - this is what it is all about anyway. 

Real estate in AU (1,000 properties) for 100% OneCoin. 

We have a world class team. 

 

Bob 

We are getting Merchants to agree to sell at 100% OneCoin. 

Maybe 6-12 months before USA members can purchase on the USA NewDealShaker 

Platform. 

Charlotte Expo is now being planned - 2 day - Saturday & Sunday [May 2019?]. 

Looking to have available cars, trips, cruises, car at the show, Homes in Atlanta, Health 

Equipment, etc. 

 

Larry 

Very interested in bring in health instruments. 

Interest in Michael Thomas and his work and results with the HALO Units. 

Huge breakthroughs. 

Michael will be present at the next Expo. 

The heath issue is the biggest issue for anybody here. 



 

Part 2 

 

Ron 

 

Shared his experience in Europe, and their people’s positive views of OneCoin. 

 

What to about the OneLife USA situation –  

There has not much activity since 1st Q 2017... 

 

USA Corporate Marketing works from the top down. 

They fear bottom-up marketing. 

So OneCoin had lots of negativity on the internet. 

Denis wrote a lot of articles supporting OneCoin during that time - Thank you Denis! 

 

Here is a list of OneCoin members in the top 20 countries (then) on Jan 1, 2019 - 

China then had 1.2M members (48 months ago it used to be 400,000 members). 

Brazil had then 280K members. 

(We in the USA have built over 1M Members.) 

What happened? 

OneCoin must have penetrated a pre-existing network in China. 

1952 - No contact anymore with Christianity in China - the Bamboo Curtain came down. 

1957 - It lifted. And people found that resource - 

The Underground Christian group in China had over 2M people! 

This was probably the network that found OneLife! 

 

I am surrounded here by my books and my chess set. 

We have a challenge as to how we can network. 

We need to be careful to not allow the US Regulatory Agencies to shut us down. 

I call this the 3rd Dimension of Network Marketing. 

Consumer Marketing used to be multilevel distribution, by - 

Company / Manufacture’s Rep / Wholesale / Retail / Customer. 

MLM was created in the 1940s by Carl Landburg - the first MLM company was Nutralife 

Products - where they first eliminated territories, and invented MLM levels and MLM 

compensation levels. 

AMWAY fought the FCC in 1978 and won that case. 

When a new concept comes into the market place - 

First, they are opposed - 

Then they are ridiculed - 

Then they serve as self-evident. 



 

The status quo always attacks any new creative concept that includes bottom-up 

management. 

 

So - we are faced with a real challenge. 

We are now moving into the DealShaker ecommerce phase of Dr. Ruja's 25-year plan. 

The USA OneLife group with members within the USA is now a non-functioning 

network. 

What is now required is for us to plan and network in the 3rd dimension. 

 

Larry 

 

Networking promises multiplication. 

Multiplication is when you become fruitful, and you find someone else to be become 

fruitful. 

We want leadership not domination. 

I do not want to be part of anything that says that we are controlling from the top down. 

Dominion is a whole other thing. 

Dominion is when one person has a vision, shares the vision with others in such a way 

that multiplication kicks in, and you go to the next level, and then to the next level, and 

then - you establish dominion. 

Dr. Ruja is following her objective - to be a killer of Bitcoin. 

Cryptocurrency is the vast superior one way to transfer assets, one way or another. 

So, we are now in the multiplication phase, and not in the dominion phase. 

DealShaker gives us the capacity to become the dominion phase. 

So now you have got a cryptocurrency based on reality, instead be being based on 

hype. 

And that produces 3 dimensions. 

Also - see my Releasing The-Lion website - Rediscovering the Right-Brain-Heart (free). 

This is about the breakthroughs that are coming - massive breakthroughs! 

This is about the rediscovery of the right side of the brain, 

and most people don't have the foggiest idea what that is or how to use it. 

The Lion is supposed to be ruling the Ox.  

For most people, it is the other way around... 

Find the vision that causes your heart to rise up and then follow that to create and 

change things. 

So, take a look http://www.rediscoveryoftheheart.com/ 

 

Part 3 

 

http://www.rediscoveryoftheheart.com/


Ron 

We are now in a Paradigm Shift – to use the OneCoins on DealShaker  - and not just 

liquidate them to cash in a year or so. 

The best way is to exchange them for gold and silver, which is real money. 

Story on how to make a net that connects people, as knots in the net. 

 

Susan Hansen at 4:35 

This is our 7K metals group. 

We help others and then we get rewarded. 

The subscription is worth it!  

They teach people how to buy the RIGHT kind of gold and silver. They give a lot of 

information. 

We are hoping that 7K metals becomes a DealShaker merchant! 

When you finally sell your gold or silver to a dealer, you lose about 30% of the real 

value. 

7K has its own buy-back program for its members. This alone is worth it! 

 

Ron 

I really appreciate people that Make It Happen. 

and Susan us a person that Makes It Happen! 

We want a group of people that can Make It Happen! 

Then he played at 8:20 a 5-6 min music video sung by the son of a member, "We are a 

Miracle". 

 


